Orthodontist (the Netherlands)

You love sailing, water sports and living close by the sea and you are dreaming of working as an orthodontic specialist in the Netherlands? Do not hesitate and apply for this job opportunity to realise your dream. For an orthodontic practice in the south-western part of the Netherlands we are looking for an orthodontic specialist.

Job Description:
• A job as a full time orthodontist
• The opportunity to work 2 – 5 days per week
• A long term position
• Self-employment based on a percentage of the revenue

Working conditions:
• A pleasant and professional working climate
• A (potentially) full agenda
• An income that is amongst the highest incomes for medical specialist in Europe
• Dental care with high quality guarantee
• High level of autonomy: self-employment with a lot of freedom to make your agenda and take holiday

Job Requirements:
• You have an European nationality
• An European qualification and specialisation as an orthodontic specialist
• Minimum 3 years of relevant fulltime work experience as an orthodontist
• A calm and kind personality
• Professional attitude
• Strong communication skills
• Willingness to learn Dutch language

Employment:
• The opportunity to work self-employed, based upon a percentage of your revenue

Income:
• Self-employed c/a € 80.000 to € 150.000 gross per year

To apply:
Please send your CV mentioning reference CF-06 at info@phd-jobs.net
Contact person: Vitaly Pryadka
Tel.: +44 20 8144 2822
Web: http://www.phd-jobs.net